1. Introduction. This paper is a direct successor to [8], "Partition identities'', henceforward referred to as PL The lecture presented under the title of the present paper [9] can be roughly broken into three parts. Part 1 was a historical survey; Part 2 presented the basic elements of the theory of partition ideals and discussed partition ideals of order 1 since they possess rather elegant properties that are easily developed. Both Parts 1 and 2 essentially appear in § § 1-3 of PI. Part 3 (of [9]) was devoted to a discussion of how the more difficult questions in the theory of partition identities might be attacked. In §2 we shall present a resume of the elementary definitions and results for partition ideals. In §3 below, we shall present in detail the discussion of the Rogers-Ramanujan identities that made up [9, Part 3]. It is now possible to provide a substantial partial answer to the first of the two main questions raised in §3, and this result will be presented as Theorem 4.1 in §4. §5 will outline how the ideas involved in the proof of Theorem 4.1 have extended our knowledge of the general Rogers-Ramanujan theorem [6], [14]. In §6, we shall briefly survey the analytic results related to the second question raised in §3. We conclude with a look at the open problems in this subject.
In intuitive terms, the sequences {/J that make up SP may each be thought of as defining a partition of a nonnegative integer where ƒ gives the number of times i appears as a part. The function a maps each sequence {/J onto the number being partitioned, and #({ƒ*}) is the number of parts of the partition.
Recall now that a semi-ideal J in a lattice L is a subset of L such that whenever aeJ,xeL, and x^a, then xeJ [19, p. 56] . DEFINITION 1 . A nonempty semi-ideal in the lattice SP is called a partition ideal. DEFINITION 2. If C is a partition ideal (in SP), we say that/?(C; n) is the C-partition function if for each n,p(C; n) denotes the cardinality of the sct{{/i}eC|cT(t/;})-ii}. DEFINITION 3. We say two partition ideals C ± and C 2 are equivalent (or partition-theoretically equivalent, or PT-equivalent) if for each nonnegative integer n, p{C x \ n)=p(C 2 l n). We shall write C x ^> PT C 2 .
FUNDAMENTAL PROBLEM. Fully describe the equivalence classes of partition ideals under the equivalence ^P T .
DEFINITION 4. We say that a partition ideal C has order k provided k is the least integer such that whenever {f} ^ C, there exists m such that {ƒ;•} £ C, where Intuitively, the assertion that C is of order A: makes explicit the idea that if ir e SP, then summands of n at least k units apart cannot "interact" to affect whether TT G SP.
SECOND PROBLEM. Fully describe the equivalence classes of partition ideals that contain a partition ideal of order 1 under the equivalence r^P T . The partition ideals of order 1 have especially nice properties and are extremely amenable to various analytic and combinatorial techniques. The following results make this assertion abundantly obvious. The first result shows that if C is of order 1 then the generating function for the C-partition function is an infinite product. The ideals of SP are the partition ideals C that are closed under union [19, p. 56] , where {/Ju{g,}={max(/"^)}. THEOREM Theorem 2.3 provides us with the type of characterization one might possibly hope for in answer to the Fundamental Problem. As was shown in §3 of PI, questions restricted to possible equivalence of partition ideals of order 1 are extremely routine in virtue of Theorem 2.3. A theorem that dropped the restriction to order 1 but was similar in character to Theorem 2.3 in which whether or not C ^P T C' could be answered by an algorithm that utilized certain easily ascertainable parameters of each partition ideal would certainly constitute an adequate answer to the Fundamental Problem.
3. The Rogers-Ramanujan identities. Our object now is to analyze one of the classical proofs of the Rogers-Ramanujan identities [31] using the terminology and approach of §2. As a result of our analysis we shall pose two questions that appear to hold reasonable promise for attacking the Fundamental Problem (and the Second Problem) described in §2. THEOREM 
Jf ®={{jù e ^f+f^l)
and ^={{f} e ^\f>0 implies i = l, 4 (mod 5)}, then REMARK. This is the first of the Rogers-Ramanujan identities written in the language of partition ideals. We point out that the condition "/z+/m=ï" that defines M merely insures that in the partition *%T=\fi 'i=cr({fi}), no part repeats and no consecutive integers appear. Hence p(0t\n) is the number of partitions of n in which the difference between parts is at least 2. On the other hand if {f} £ ^~, then 2*Li f% * i is a partition in which only parts =1,4 (mod 5) may appear.
Thus Theorem 3.1 asserts that the partitions of each integer n in which the difference between parts is at least 2 are equinumerous with the partitions of n into parts = 1 or 4 (mod 5). This is the standard numbertheoretic formulation of the first Rogers-Ramanujan identity. and, in fact, the coefficient of x m q n in ( Now it is possible to prove in a completely elementary manner (coefficient comparison) that there is only one function F(x) that is analytic in x around x=0 and satisfies (3.3)
Clearly f m (x) is such a function. On the other hand, ingenious but elementary arguments involving only the rearrangements of series [31] allow one to establish that if fa)
then <£(0)=1, <f>{x) is analytic in x for |«|<1, |x|<|^| _1 , and <f>(x) satisfies (3.4). Comparing coefficients in the extremes of this string of equations we see that/?(^;«)==/?(^;w) for each n, i.e. ^~P T^\ Thus Theorem 3.1 is established.
• The steps of the above proof may be analyzed as follows : 1. Produce a functional equation (namely (3.4) for f<%(x)-a linear, second order ^-difference equation).
2. Produce some ^-series representation of the essentially unique solution of the functional equation.
3. Deduce the theorem from some ^-series and product identity like (3.6).
This analysis applies to the vast majority of results that have been obtained in this area (see § §1,4, and 5 of PI for examples of this technique).
The following two questions then naturally arise when one looks to how widely the above technique may be applied. given by
In intuitive terms, cp adds one to each part of each partition since 00 00
DEFINITION 7. We say a partition ideal C has a modulus m if m is an integer such that <p m C=C (m) . If we look back at §3, we see immediately that the least modulus for M is 1 and 2T has least modulus 5. It is clear that if C has a modulus, then for C to be locally finite it is necessary and sufficient that there exists an absolute constant M such that fi^M for all / whenever {/J e C.
It is also clear that if m is the least positive modulus for C, then every modulus M is a multiple of m. This is because if M=km+r, 0^r<m, then
hence r=0, otherwise the minimality of m is contradicted. Generally when we refer to the modulus of C, we shall mean the least positive modulus unless otherwise indicated. PROOF. We begin by deriving several results about C from the fact that C is linked. First we know that C has at least one modulus, say m, for which we also know that the corresponding L c is finite. Let 
is a solution of a single linear differential equation of order r where r^n.
On examination of the algorithm that is used to prove this theorem, we see that the differentiation operator may be replaced by any linear operator L on the field of functions analytic in some complex domain Q) subject to the restriction
where OL L {X), P L (X) and a(x) all lie in the field of functions that contains the coefficients of the equations considered, and where p L (x)=0 if and 
Furthermore if the q,{x) are all zero so are the t(x).
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The final assertion in this theorem is easily deduced by examination of the algorithm used in the proof.
For our purposes L will denote the operator given by L(f(x))=f(xq m ) 9 0<|#|<1. We must now transform the system (4.3)i into the form (4.4). First we write
where <x>i is the largest value of a> such that H^xq™ 171 ) actually appears in the system (4. (4.5)
where the top system of equations in (4.5) is merely the (4. Hence eliminating H x from these equations, we find 
3=1
For i>0, we see from (4.3)i that for «>0,
fl w _#(^)(U, q)
.
T /I a m(n-#(in)+h)\
It is now an easy matter to prove that the functions a n (j; q) are all polynomials and are uniquely determined by (4.8), (4.9), and the initial conditions a 0 (0;q) = l, a 0 (j;q)=0 for j>0, a n (j;q)=0 for n<0. The initial conditions establish our assertion for n=0. Assume the result for n<n Q . Then for MO, we know #(7r t -)>0; hence the fact that a n Jj\q) is unique and a polynomial follows from (4.9) (note that if #(7r t -)>n 0 , then o no _ # ( fff )(/;gr)=0). For z=0, we now use (4.8) to establish the result for a no (0;q) and, therefore, to complete the induction. To conclude we note that (by (4.2)), 
The H 3 (x) are the unique functions analytic in x at x=0 that satisfy the system (4.3)i and the initial conditions H 0 (0)=l, Hj(x)=0,
PROOF. The uniqueness of the a n (j;q) proved in Theorem 4.2 was derived using only the facts described in the Corollary.
• 5. Discussion of linked partition ideals. The linked partition ideals introduced in §4 appear in almost all of the partition identities of the Rogers-Ramanujan type. As a vehicle for discussion of Theorem 4.1 we state the most general identity known that contains the Rogers-Ramanujan identities as a special case [14] . THEOREM 
Let O^X^a^k be integers. If A is even, let A Xtkta (n) denote the number of partitions of n into parts such that no part ^0
(mod A+l) may be repeated and no part is =0, It is easy to show that â$x tktk is a linked partition ideal with least modulus A+l and that L<% À>ktk is a set consisting of (X\ " ^/A " *JX\
±(a -%X)(X + 1) (mod(2Â: -X + 1)(A + 1)).
If X is odd, let A Xka {ri) denote the number of partitions ofn into parts such that no part =jêQ (mod^(A+l)) may be repeated, no part is =A+1 (mod2A+2), andnopartis =0, ±(2a-X)\(X+\)
elements. Furthermore the span of each element is at most 2 so that in terms of Theorem 4.1 the order of the resulting ^-difference equation is at most (A+l)-2-2 ;i -1 (2fc-A)=(A+l)2 ;i (2fc-A). In order to prove Theorem 5.1, much more subtlety is required than is available from a direct application of Theorem 4.1, and in fact a system of ^-difference equations is obtained from which it is possible to deduce a single one of order A:(A+1) for f<% Xktk (x;q) . The technique of proof relies on cutting the number of auxiliary functions down from K=2 x~1 (2k-X) to 2k +1. In fact, in most interesting special cases, the relevant ^-difference equation will have a much lower order than the upper bound given in Theorem 4.1. Below we outline the general proof of Theorem 5.1. The details of this work will appear in [14] .
SKETCH OF PROOF OF THEOREM 5.1. We begin with functions that correspond to <f>(x) defined in equation (3.5): 
On the other hand, we may define generating functions related to the partition ideals â9 kthta . Namely (where U-SA } = 0).
It is a straightforward matter to prove that
a perfect replica of (5.3). Surprisingly instead of a replica of (5.4), the following relation holds. 
From these ^-difference equations (5.8)-(5.11), it is possible to deduce that
where 3f is the set of those (2/-2)-tuples
A^Dj+Dj+i-k-1 (when /=2, ^ is to be defined by -D^i-k-r-1, ^^Z^-r). It turns out that (5.14)
y(l; k, %,r,i;x;q) = 0 for 0 ^ i ^ fe -A + 1-
Comparing coefficients of q n in the extremes of (5.16), we find that Other series representations of <Px tkii (x) and ^( fcii (x) have been found; however in all cases (2k-À+l)(À+1)^64, and in these cases the only prime factors of (2k-A+1)(A+1) are 2, 3, 5, 7 (apart from the case A=0, 2fc+l = ll mentioned above and treated in [15] Unfortunately most of the classical investigations of ^-difference equations were concerned with existence theorems given specified analyticity conditions on the coefficients [1] , [20] , [21] , [33] . We, however, have polynomial coefficients and already know that a unique solution exists given our simple boundary conditions. Our concern is not with the existence of a solution but with an appropriate representation of the solution.
Presumably the work of W. Hahn [25] , [26] , and F. Ryde [33] , as well as the extension of Bailey's techniques contained in [15] may point the way to progress in this area, but much remains to be done.
7. Conclusion. I hope that this paper has given some indication of what has been done and what remains to be done in the theory of identities of the Rogers-Ramanujan type.
Obviously a project that holds promise of rather immediate positive results is that of examining linked partition ideals C with modulus ^M l9 all spans ^M 2 and \L C \^M Z . Clearly the number of such C is finite, and this systematic approach promises to reveal C with related ^-difference equations of reasonably low order.
More important for the general goals, one hopes to make advances on the analytic questions considered in §6.
Before concluding, we should point out that not all of the known theory of partition identities falls into the theory of linked partition ideals.
In particular, the theorems in [4] are not related to linked partition ideals except in the special case of Schur's theorem [34] . However examination of these results and comparison with the results in [5] suggest that a "dual" theory could be developed wherein ^-recurrent sequences would replace ^-difference equations.
There have been, however, other theorems developed that are definitely partition identities but do not at all concern an equivalence of partition ideals.
Frobenius [23, p. 523 ] introduced a notation for partitions that is especially useful here. He writes a partition TT as It is not difficult to show that the Rogers-Ramanujan identities are equivalent to this result in the cases k=2, a=2, 1. However all aspects of the multiple result Qk, a (n) = ^o.fc.aO) = B oka (n) (implied by Theorem 5.1) are mostly unexplored for k^.3. One could introduce a new lattice structure on partitions by the partial ordering TTX^TTZ if all the columns in the Frobenius representation of ir x appear in the Frobenius representation of TT 2 . Where such an approach would lead concerning partition identities has not been investigated at all.
Still other partition functions H ka (n) have been found [13] such that ^i fl (n)=i4 0))tia (n); here a study is made of the Alder polynomials G kta (n; q) defined by Finally, we mention that W. Connor [22] has obtained infinite families of partition identities also unlike any of the previously mentioned results. Connor's most important theorem in the simplest instance is a new set of partition-identities related to two elegant analytic theorems originally due to L. J. Rogers [32] Connor's partition identity related to (7.1) is the following: THEOREM 7. 
(n)=C(n)=E(n).
We note that the identity 2E(n)q n =J i A(n)q n is rather directly deduced from (7.1); however, the appearance of C(n) in Theorem 7.2 is a complete surprise. While A{ri) is related to a partition ideal, neither C(n) nor E(n) is. Identity (7.2) produces a perfect companion for Theorem 7.2. B. Gordon [24] has also proved several interesting theorems of this type.
It might be supposed that we are concluding on a disappointing note. Theorem 4.1 suggests that we may see the beginnings of order amidst chaos, and so the last few paragraphs tend to suggest otherwise. However perhaps a subject seems most vital when (1) general methods are available to begin the attack on numerous problems while (2) other problems and results indicate that many quite unexplored areas remain.
